Abstract
Introduction
Automatic fragment assembly as one of the most state-of-the-art research areas on image recovery is frequently studied in the computer science and engineering community. The technique has been broadly adopted including judicial evidence recovery, historical documentation and malfunction analysis. More recently, through restoration of the Stasi files, the more in-depth researches on automatic fragment assembly algorithm have perked wide public interest [1] . The existing research has gained satisfactory advances, in the literature [2] , Leitao proposed a novel dynamic programming sequence matching based approach to enhance the robustness. Luo [3] recommended us to use an edge detection algorithm based on link scan line segment fragment of a closed curve edge; Line and circle interpolation method to ensure the continuity of the scanning direction. He [4] suggested an ant colony optimization based algorithm with the combination of contour similarities. Zhao [5] highlighted deficiencies of classic assembly methods using geometry features, by analyzing the text feature, the semi-auto assemble approach is proposed. The above research all target fragments of irregular geometries. With the emergence of paper shredders, fragments have steadily become more regular [6] . In contrast, irregular fragments matching contour features can be assembled and fragment assembly more difficult due to the smooth edges on a regular basis. At present, there are just few researches on assembling regular paper fragments. Zhao [7] extracted pixel numbers from vertical cutting, fragment access to the corresponding matrix on a regular basis. All the existing methods are sensitive to noise, adding de-noising procedure to the present algorithms is indeed needed. Match rate is then set as objective function to assemble fragments by method of exhaustion. This paper re-assembles rectangular paper fragments cut vertically and horizontally, by digitally extracting the fragments' visual information with MATLAB and C++ software to achieve the corresponding grey value matrix. As an innovative approach, we add the kernel sparse presentation method into the existing algorithm to remove the influence of noise. In addition, on the purpose of finding fragments which belong to the initial column we derive and use the contour characteristics. Adjacent rows are matched subsequently according to similarity and the annealing algorithm (AA) is applied to join the paper fragments by setting edge goodness of fit as the objective function.
Digitalizing the Fragments
As the paper fragment contours are regular, contour features cannot be used in the assembling process. Digital information of the fragments visual features are extracted and analyzed to achieve reassembly.
Pixel Figure 1 . Therefore, we can visually transfer each pixel which is the basic unit of an image into a numerical matrix. 
Image Sparse Presentation

Preliminaries of Sparse Presentation
The target of signal sparse presentation(SP) is to use the weighted linear combination of the basic or atom signal [8] [9] [10] [11] to better represent the origibal input vecctor 
Which is a Linear Programming (LP) approach and could be solved with less time consum. The literature [12] provides the detailed discussion on the solution to the formula and some applicable implementations. If the problem is just related to the area of remeving noise, we can adopt the Order Cone Programming problem as an alternative.
Where  is a pre-specified error tolerance. In the research area of sparse based image classification, the identity label of the class is denoted as:
Kernel sparse presentation as a state-of-the-art machine learning research area, up-cast the original sparse presentation problem into the space of high-demensional. Suppose there exists a feature mapping function :
which maps the feature and the basis as:
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
Before the compressed sensing(CS) theory was initially proposed, plenty of approaches had been applied for sparse approximation such as wavelet decomposition, timefrequency dictionaries and adaptive timefrequency decompositions. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is one of the effective and applicable approaches. Generally speaking, the orthogonal matching pursuit aims at solving the following problem: 
Assembling Algorithm
Fragment assembly and repair of edge pixels is the standard goodness-of-fit between adjacent segments, better adapt to mean higher probability of adjacency. Calculation process is based on the TSP [13] which transfers the original problem to the combinational optimization issue. Setting the edge pixels of goodness of fit as objective function, and through simulated annealing algorithm, we can automatic assembly pieces of paper. In the flowchart marked Figure 3 , we present the approach.
An Overview of the Algorithm
Simulated annealing algorithm [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] is a random optimization algorithm based on the Monte Carlo method; it is a combination of the metallurgical annealing process and combinational optimization. Through random search in the preset parameters, the algorithm could avoid local optimal probability under the global optimal solutions and methods. Process of the Simulated annealing algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . 
Determining Edge Fragments of the Original Document by Row
In this study, the original document is separated into 11 rows and 19 columns, thus rectangular fragments as shown in Figure 5 . By searching the white edge, the edge of the original document fragment can be the first place. 255 examples, looking for gray left edge value, each pixel of image matrix, the matrix elements of the search range is found in the left side, if the sum of matrix is 255 multiples, moments have a blank left edge. Through this method, it was found that there are exactly 11 fragments each for the far left column 1 and far right column 19. It was discovered that there were 22 and 35 fragments which satisfied the criteria for having a blank top edge and blank bottom edge respectively, contradicting the reality of 11 fragments on each edge. This means the above search method does not yet suffice, and further searches are required according to text line spacing. 1 fragment from 11 of those in column 1 is analyzed with line spacing and its relative vertical position within the fragment as bounding condition, filtering fragments in the same row. As shown in Figure 6 , three fragments have three identical line spacing, and identical positions within the fragment. By searching for similar information, the 19 fragments of that row can be located. The same method can be applied to locate the remaining 10 rows. 
Search Process for Fragment Rows
According to the above analysis, identify the serial number of the segments of each method in response to the following procedure:
Step 1: Selecting a fragment randomly within the first 11, and find fragments of the same row by using its line spacing information.
Step 2: Find the sum of pixel point values of each row within an image to get a column matrix.
Step 3: Determine if the 180 numbers of the column matrix can be divided completely by 255, if so record as 1, if not, as 0, thus establishing a 0-1 column vector sized .
Step 4: Find sum of the remaining 208 pixel point values and determine whether each value can be divided completely by 255, establishing a 0-1 column vector.
Step 5: From the far left 0-1 column vector, randomly select 2 ~ 5 sections of consecutive 1 values, as the defining region for the row's line spacing. Other fragments of the same row are found through defining those images with the same defining regions in the same positions.
Step 6: Randomly select another fragment from the first column, repeat steps 2~5 until 19 fragment serial numbers are found for each row.
Fragment Assembly by Row
Four corners pieces fragments sequence can be found by searching the advantage. Looking for the upper left corner, the top and left edge is blank, the serial number should be crossing the left-most column and row element. Also, the other three Angle can be found. Serial number of the four corner pieces exist within each column and row sets, so it can identification from the edges of the clip series. Arrange 19, the pieces of paper each line using simulated annealing algorithm. For two adjacent fragments calculate the logical value of pixel matrix , , 1 ( , 7 2 ) = = S ( , 1)
), regarded to be the rate of matching for these fragments. As far as all fragments are assembled, we will hereby gain the better accuracy if the matching rate is enhanced. Figure 7 and Figure 8 are partial edge information of adjacent fragments within a row. The serial number of the implementation of the method to determine each fragment in the continuous by simulated annealing algorithm are as follows:
Step1: From the above search results, extract serial numbers of a fragment row. The first and last fragments are already identified.
Step2: Use the Monte Carlo iteration to generate an initial feasible solution index
as the initial solution.
Step3: Initiate the programme from the current temperature 
Of which,
is the initial solution,
x  the perturbation solution. Step7: After running multiple iterations in temperature, cool by mechanism
, stipulating = 0 .9 9 9  , T is the current temperature, T  is the temperature of the next cooling phase, 0 1 T  is the initial temperature. Step8: Determine if the termination temperature 20 10 e   is satisfied, if Te  , terminate the cooling mechanism and algorithm. If not, repeat steps 3~7. By optimizing the arrangement of 19 fragments in each row, the near-optimum solution for each row can be found. Figure 9 is the assembled image of a fragment row, thus is the implemented process of assembling paper fragments by row using our proposed methodology. 
Fragment Assembly by Column
The assembly of paper fragments by column is similar to that by row discussed priously, the process also implemented through simulated annealing algorithm. When assembling the columns have more edge pixels, this process is more accurate and more efficient. After completion of row and column assembly, we can restore the original document. Though the assembly process in this study used document with line spacing as example, the process can also be used for documents without line spacing.
Conclusion and Summary
In this research paper, we propose a novel methodology on assembling paper fragments with regular edge geometry and sparse presentation. Through scanning the paper fragments we have it digitalized and capture the visual information with the analysis of grey value matrix and corresponding features. Line spacing and spacing position is set as constraints to find matching fragments within the same row; the edge pixel match rate are set as objective function to find the optimum solution through simulated annealing algorithm. Fragments are assembled within each row, and then vertically row by row.
The study not only considering the edge pixel matching rate is visual characteristics amplified assembly precision. Simulated annealing procedure is used to convert the challenge of automatic assembly into a set of optimization, improve the efficiency of assembly through macro management. However, it is important to note that in the case of crushing, proposed method are not able to guarantee high precision because of the lack of visual information in each fragment, therefore, in turn, will affect the assembly efficiency. In the future research, we plan to use some mathematical optimization method to modify our proposed algorithms so that the robustness and accuracy of the methodology will be enhanced rapidly.
